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Power-Package for                       
ventilators  
RRC offers ready-to-use solutions for new product developments. 
 
There is currently a shortage of ventilators worldwide, so even companies from other in-
dustries are looking to provide manufacturing to meet the necessary demand. In order 
to drive new product developments in the shortest possible time, RRC power solutions 
now offers an immediately available solution for the necessary portable power supply:  
the Power-Package for ventilators. 
 
The Package provides several benefits:  
As the contained RRC standard batteries are approved worldwide, they are usable eve-
rywhere in the world. Many well-known medical device manufacturers already rely on 
the RRC standard battery packs.   
 

 
 
 
Normally it takes several years to develop a medical device and find the right portable 
power supply, RRC standard batteries can be used without additional development time 
and costs. Furthermore the batteries are developed and tested to the highest standards 
(ISO13485 + FDA QS.Reg 820) and provide a high performance. 
 
 
"After the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic and the urgent requests from our cus-
tomers, we have done everything to prioritize and increase the production capacities of 
these products in all our factories" says Gerhard Ruffing, CEO of RRC power solutions 
GmbH. 
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RRC already delivers the majority of ventilator batteries to manufacturers worldwide and 
the demand of these customers has multiplied in recent days. It turns out that the high 
demand does not only concern ventilators, but also many product-related medical devic-
es, such as CPAP devices or medical beds. 
 
"At the moment we are fully committed to 
supplying our customers with our products 
quickly and therefore doing our part to help 
contain and manage the Corona pandemic," said 
Gerhard Ruffing. "But we also want to support 
those who are now advancing new developments 
for the treatment of CoVid-19 patients. That's the 
reason for the Power-Package now." 
 
In addition to the matching RRC standard battery, 
the data package also includes complete data to 
design-in the products as well as optional charg-
ing infrastructure. In addition RRC has its own 
application support team, which is always availa-
ble for advice and assistance. 
 
All those who are now looking for a fast and future-proof solution in the field of portable 
power supply and require the Power-Package for their application can contact the com-
pany directly at info@texim-europe.com  
 
 
 

About RRC power solutions 
 
RRC power solutions stands for high reliability and innovative technology in the field of 
mobile energy. Founded by students in 1989 the company evolved from being a com-
puter accessory manufacturer, to a supplier of custom power solutions, to the leading 
manufacturer of standard energy storage solutions. From a start-up at the end of the 
80s, became a multinational company, which sets new standards in the market as a 
leading manufacturer of batteries and battery chargers in demanding industrial sectors. 
 
The special competence of RRC is the development of power solutions according to the 
specific requirements of our customers. RRC offers both standardized as well as custom-
ized solutions for professional applications. RRC batteries and chargers provide numer-
ous benefits and have all approvals that are required for worldwide market use. In addi-
tion, the company ensures with a guaranteed product availability of 10+ years. It is no 
coincidence that numerous well-known customers from the medical, military and indus-
trial sectors rely on RRC’s expertise. 
 
 

Contact 
 Inken Zimmermann, Marketing Assistant     RRC power solutions GmbH 

Phone: +49 (0) 6841 9809331         Technologiepark 1 

Mail:  inken.zimmermann@rrc-ps.de      66424 Homburg/Saar,  
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Web:   www.rrc-ps.com           Germany 

 Mark Berwanger, Director of Marketing      RRC power solutions GmbH 

Mail:  mark.berwanger@rrc-ps.de       Technologiepark 1 

Web:   www.rrc-ps.com           66424 Homburg/Saar,  

                     Germany 

 


